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Abstract
Visual reasoning between visual image and natural language description is a long-standing challenge in computer
vision. While recent approaches offer a great promise by
compositionality or relational computing, most of them are
oppressed by the challenge of training with datasets containing only a limited number of images with ground-truth
texts. Besides, it is extremely time-consuming and difficult
to build a larger dataset by annotating millions of images
with text descriptions that may very likely lead to a biased model. Inspired by the majority success of webly supervised learning, we utilize readily-available web images
with its noisy annotations for learning a robust representation. Our key idea is to presume on web images and corresponding tags along with fully annotated datasets in learning with knowledge embedding. We present a two-stage approach for the task that can augment knowledge through
an effective embedding model with weakly supervised web
data. This approach learns not only knowledge-based embeddings derived from key-value memory networks to make
joint and full use of textual and visual information but
also exploits the knowledge to improve the performance
with knowledge-based representation learning for applying other general reasoning tasks. Experimental results on
two benchmarks show that the proposed approach significantly improves performance compared with the state-ofthe-art methods and guarantees the robustness of our model
against visual reasoning tasks and other reasoning tasks.

1. Introduction
Visual reasoning demands a strong model to learn relational computing and the ability of compositionality and
generalization, i.e., understanding and answering composi* Chao

Gou is the corresponding author.

Fully Annotated Dataset

Web Images

Q: Is there any other thing Q: What number of other
that is the same shape as brown things have the same
the large object? A: Yes
size as the shiny object? A: 1

Q: Is there any other thing Q: What number of other
that is the same shape as brown things have the same
the large object? A: Yes
size as the shiny object? A: 6

Q: What color is the water Q: Is the color of the cloud
glass to the right of the the same as that of the clock?
bowl? A: White
A: Yes

Q: What color is the water Q: Is the color of the cloud
glass to the right of the the same as that of the clock?
bowl? A: White
A: Yes

Figure 1. Illustration of Visual Reasoning Task. The left samples
(image and its questions) are from fully annotated datasets. The
right samples (image and its questions) are from weakly annotated
datasets. The answers are the output of our model when inputting
corresponding samples.

tional or relational questions without having seen similar
semantic compositions before [10, 20, 21, 31]. Besides, visual reasoning tasks, the general task of asking questions
about images, having its own line of datasets, which generally focus on asking a series of simple questions on an
image, is usually answerable in a single glance. The illustrated example is shown in Figure 1.
The success in visual reasoning tasks with image-text
(question, answer) pairs from hand-labeled image datasets
(e.g., GQA [16], CLEVR [19]) has been achieved by training the joint embedding model in the form of supervised
learning. While these datasets cover a large number of images (e.g., about 20M in GQA and 100K in CLEVR), it is
is labor-intensive and difficult for using image-text pairs to
create more larger datasets [17]. In addition, it is usually
feasible for only a limited number of users to annotate the
training images, which may cause the model to be biased
[25, 35]. Therefore, although these datasets provide convenient modeling assumptions, they are very limited given
the large number of rich descriptions that humans can make
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Using Knowledge Embedding
in Visual Reasoning
Train Set1 (Image with Clean Text Description)

Train Set2 (Web Image and Noisy Text Tags)

...
Q: Is there any other thing
that is the same shape as
the large object? A: Yes

Q: Is the color of the
cloud the same as that
of the clock? A: Yes

Test Images

...
Q: Is there any other thing
that is the same shape as
the large object? A: Yes

Q: Is the color of the
cloud the same as that
of the clock? A: Yes

...
Q: What number of other
brown things have the same
size as the shiny object? A: 1

Figure 2. The Open-World Setting of Our Paper. We focus on the learning of robust knowledge embedding using clean images with
ground-truth text, and update this learning by utilizing web images and its noisy associated tags. During this process, the latent space is
learned and tested by images and text descriptions from our web datasets.

up. Thus, applying the trained model which has excellent
performance on benchmark datasets in the open-world setting, may not meet the requirement of good generalization
for other visual reasoning tasks.
Image streams with noisy labels are easily obtained from
the dataset, such as GQA [16] and OK-VQA [22], and
can also be obtained on the web in almost unlimited numbers. Considering a large number of web images, developing an effective visual reasoning system is likely to be
robust. However, it may increase ambiguity and reduce performance for using weakly annotated images.
Motivated by the above observation, we put forward an
essential question in this paper: Can abundant noisy annotated web images be leveraged upon with fully annotated
images to learn better joint knowledge embedding for visual
reasoning? Figure 2 shows an illustration of this scenario.
In this work, we focus on how to advisably and prudently
use web images for developing a robust visual reasoning
system. We present a novel mechanism and framework that
can enhance knowledge through a useful embedding model
with weakly supervised web data. In visual reasoning tasks,
our method is always better than previous methods. It reveals the importance of efficiently learning with large-scale
web data for more comprehensive representation. We hope
and believe our work can be provided with insights for researchers.

1.1. Overview of Our Approach
In the visual reasoning task, we propose a novel, effective and robust knowledge memory embedding model
with mutual modulation for visual reasoning, which exploits knowledge in the whole process. In this work, we
aim to improve joint embeddings, which is trained by images and text (question, ground-truth answer) descriptions,
using web images annotated with noisy tags. However, during the embedding training process, it is non-trivial that we
combine the web image-tag pairs with image-text (question,
ground-truth answer) pairs, due to the differences between

text descriptions and tags representations.
To bridge this gap, we present a two-stage approach for
learning the representation of joint image-text. In Stage I,
we take advantage of the available clean image-text (question, ground-truth answer) pairs from a dataset in a supervised formulation. Specially, we first design a keyvalue memory network that can learn the prior knowledgebased representations of textual and visual information, and
then we obtain the embeddings of knowledge-based question information. Next, we update the mutual modulation
to get network-based question information. Finally, our
framework associates the embeddings of knowledge-based
representations with network-based question information.
In Stage II, we update the previously learned knowledgebased representation using weakly-annotated image-tags
pairs from the web (e.g., Google Photo). By this stage,
we can transfer the knowledge of weakly annotated images
from our better visual reasoning system.

1.2. Our Contributions
We present a novel and pragmatic problem in this paper–
can we utilize large-scale web data to learn an effective
knowledge embedding without a lot of hand-crafted annotated training data? To address the above problem, our main
contributions are as follows:
☼ We propose a webly-supervised approach for learning
robust knowledge-based representations, where we make
use of images-text descriptions from clean datasets and web
images with its noisy tags from the web.
☼ We propose an effective and robust knowledge embedding memory model with mutual modulation for visual
reasoning tasks.
☼ We design knowledge-based representation learning
to make our model has the ability to generalize to other reasoning tasks.
☼ Experimental results show that the proposed approach
has strong robustness and outperforms existing methods in
visual reasoning on two benchmarks, especially demon-
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strating an average accuracy of 99.7 percent points on the
CLEVR dataset, and achieving 14.8% higher in Test-P accuracy over the best baseline on NLVR datasets.

2. Related Work
Visual Reasoning. The majority of approaches have
been recently proposed to solve visual reasoning tasks.
Multi-step models (e.g., MAC [14], Neural Module Networks (NMNs) [1]) are performed the visual reasoning
tasks. These kind models create the layouts of image and
question, and execute these layouts to get the answers. In
particular, variants of this method build memory network to
record information. These methods have also been applied
to REF, e.g., CMN [13] and Stack-NMN [11]. FiLM [29]
modulates the representation of image and question using
conditional batch normalization, where both modalities can
modulate each other. The FiLM can be extended in with
multi-step reasoning. These models can perform complex
relational reasoning, but their reasoning representations are
built on visual appearance features that do not contain much
knowledge-based information and information about the relationships between text and visual features. On the contrary, in order to reason about relationships, they focus on
the heavily on manually designed inference structures or
modules, and are appropriate for specific tasks. To tackle
these problems, in this paper, we propose a novel, effective
and robust knowledge memory embedding model with mutual modulation for visual reasoning, which exploits prior
knowledge in the whole process.
Webly Supervised Computer Vision. The idea of utilizing web images for supervising computer vision algorithms has been explored in several tasks, such as object
classification [41], object detection [7], object parts localization [26] and object segmentation [32]. The motivation
of our work inspired by these efforts is to learn more powerful models by realizing the feasibility of web data. We
believe that it is exceptionally significant and pragmatic for
improving the generalization of image-text based knowledge embedding models that we supplement scarce clean
image text (question, answer) data with web images to our
model, as the largest CLEVR [19] dataset for visual reasoning has only 100K training images. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first attempt to propose webly supervised model for visual reasoning.
Knowledge-Based Reasoning over Knowledge Bases.
Lots of knowledge bases have been built taking advantage
of image-text pairs or for visual reasoning tasks [49–51].
These knowledge bases are potentially helpful resources for
answering questions in our dataset. In the field of natural
language processing (NLP), knowledge-based question answering has been brought into focus (e.g., [45, 47]).

3. Webly Supervised Approach
In this section, firstly, we describe the network structure. Then, based on our network structure, we propose
knowledge-based representation learning for visual reasoning. Finally, we present our strategy to incorporate the noisy
tags into our framework for learning an improved embedding. The training procedure of our approach is shown in
Figure 3.

3.1. The Network Structure
Figure 4 shows the overview of the proposed network.
First, an image I and a visual question Q is fed into
our designed Mutual Modulation, which produces the final representation of network-based question information
q network n and network-based visual information {Vi , i =
1, 2, 3, · · · , n}. Then, using the given knowledge bases,
we can obtain the final representation of knowledge-based
question information q knowledge H+1 by our KnowledgeBased Key-Value Memory Network, after H iterations.
From the final representation of knowledge-based question information and network-based question information,
knowledge-attention representation q can be obtained using
knowledge-based representation learning mentioned in next
subsection, which is used to predict the answer â of the visual question.
Mutual Modulation In order to better integrate visual
modalities and linguistic modalities to solve visual reasoning problems, we have redesigned the mutual modulation
model, according to the work of Yao et al. [46]. In each
step i (i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , n), we cascade the visual modulation
with the language modulation. Specifically, we feed Vi−1
into the visual modulation by parameters from q network i−1
to compute Vi , and then control the process of the language
modulation with parameters from Vi , to compute the new
question vector q network i .
Knowledge-Based Key-Value Memory Network We
have designed Key-Value Memory Networks based on
Memory Network architecture of Miller et al. [24] and
Sukhbaatar et al. [39]. First, we design a memory, which
is a possibly vast array of slots. We can use the memory to
encode both short-term and long-term context. We define
the memory slots as key-value pairs of M -dimensional vectors and denote the question Q. Then, we use the iterative
process of the key addressing and value reading from memory to look for concerned information to answer Q. Note
that these iterations are also called “hops”. At each step,
the received information from memory is accumulatively
added to the original question to construct the representation of knowledge for the next round. After a fixed number
H hops, we can get the final representation of knowledgebased question information q knowledge H+1 . Also, we use
Pezeshkpour et al.’s work [30] to build a knowledge base.
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Train Initial Knowledge Embedding Using Fully Annotated Dataset
Is there any other thing
that is the same shape
as the large object?
Question

Yes

...

Answer

...

Model
Image

Update the Knowledge Embedding Using Web Images
Generators
(generation rules)
Thing,
Shape,
Object,
...

Is there any other thing that is the same
shape as the large object?
What number of other brown things have
the same size as the shiny object?
...
Questions

Yes;

6;
...

...

Google

Tags

...

Answers

Model

...
Web Images

Figure 3. A Brief Illustration of the Proposed Framework. We use the image-text pairs from the clean dataset and image-tag pairs from the
web to learn the knowledge embedding model. Firstly, we use the image from the clean and their text descriptions for learning our model.
Then, we update our model using web images and their tags.

3.2. Knowledge-Based Representation Learning
We introduce the gated mechanism that embeds the
knowledge representation to enhance the representation
learning, considering suppressing non-informative features
and allowing informational features to pass under the guidance of the knowledge-based key-value memory network.
Similar to [5,6], we introduce a gated mechanism expressed
as
q = σ(g(q network n , q knowledge H+1 )) ⊙ q network n

(1)

where σ is the logistic sigmoid, ⊙ denotes the element-wise
multiplication operation, g is a neural network that takes
the concatenation of the final representation of networkbased question information by using mutual modulation and
knowledge-based question information.
We use a fully connected layer with 1024 ReLU hidden units [27] as our answer generator. It takes q and
{Vi , i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , n} as input, and predicts the most
probable answer â:
â = arg

max

i=1,2,3,··· ,n

sof tmax(q T × B × Vi )

(2)

where the d × D matrix B is able to be identical and be
constrained to A.
We minimize a standard cross-entropy loss [48] between
â and the correct answer a to train the end-to-end network,
which learns to perform the iterative accesses to output the
desired target a.

3.3. Training with Noisy Web Images
In this subsection, we take advantage of image-tag pairs
from the web to improve trained knowledge embeddings using the clean datasets with image-text (question, answer)
pairs. Our goal is to get an excellent representation of
image-text knowledge embedding, which can generalize
well and ideally be capable of data-dependent noise resistance. This approach is essentially an implicit data augmentation, as the effective use of web data increases the sample
size used for training the model. However, we cannot directly apply the web data to update our trained model using
image-tag pairs. Besides, considering the representation of
tags, the traditional NLP approach cannot deal with any semantic context as in the text (questions).
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Knowledge-Based Key-Value Memory Network
Key-Value Memories

Knowledge
Source

ReLU

[Key hashing]
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Knowledge-Based
Representation Learning

[Value reading]
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Question embedding

Classifier
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ReLU

Weighted average

Key embeddings
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ReLU

Value embeddings
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CNN
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Hops
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Figure 4. Our Network Model. We first design a key-value memory network that can learn the prior knowledge-based representations
of textual and visual information, and then we obtain the embeddings of knowledge-based question information. Next, we update the
mutual modulation to get network-based question information. Finally, our framework associates the embeddings of knowledge-based
representations with network-based question information.

In the setting of our paper, we can use an additional tag
modality during the training process and take advantage of
this easily available information for training a more outstanding model. The clean datasets (e.g., CLEVR [19],
NLVR [38]) only give the image-text (question, answer)
pairs and cannot give more the information of tags. On the
contrary, the web resources always give the images and their
tags but do not give any text descriptions.
To bridge this gap, we present a two-stage approach for
obtaining the excellent representation of image-text pairs.
In the first stage, we take advantage of image-text pairs from
the clean datasets for learning an initial representation. In
the second stage, we update a trained model in the first stage
using image-text pairs from the web datasets.
3.3.1

Stage I: Training with Clean Dataset

We take advantage of image-text pairs from the annotated
datasets to learn a knowledge embedding . For the learning
of knowledge representation, we use the symmetric cross
entropy, which provides its effectiveness against various
types and rates of label noise.
Lsce = τ × Lce + υ × Lrce

(3)

where τ and υ are two hyperparameters, Lce means a standard cross-entropy loss [48], and Lrce means reverse cross
entropy loss [42]. Details about Lsce are shown in Ref [42].

In Eq. 3, τ and υ are predefined weights for different
losses. In our first stage, the reverse cross-entropy loss is
not used (τ = 1 and υ = 0 ) while in the second stage, both
losses are used (τ = 1 and υ = 1).
3.3.2

Noisy Web Image

Web Image Sets We use Google Photo API [2] to retrieve
web images via inputting tags from NUS-WIDE dataset [8].
We would like to utilize this web image without any handcrafted labels. We build the list of 1000 most recurrent
keywords using GQA [16] and CLEVR [19] dataset text
(question, answer) descriptions. We sort these keywords
in descending order based on the frequency and remove
stop-words. Then, we group similar words after performing lemmatization. We utilize this list of keywords to query
and retrieve around two hundred images per query, recording with their tags. All in all, we use the above way to
collect about more than two hundred thousand images with
their tags. During this process, we only retain the image
which has at least 2 English tags and not more than four
images from the same website source. We also use the first
five tags to remove repetitive images.
Questions Generation Similarly to other synthetic
benchmark datasets (e.g., CLEVR [19], GQA [16], EQA
[9], TextVQA [36]), we choose to generate questions according to functional templatestyle representations (e.g.
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“How many < attr > < obj type − pl > are in the
< room type >?”). This facilitates the instantiation of
ground-truth tags, once the image for the corresponding trajectory has been generated and analyzed. Moreover, we
can easily execute the corresponding program to determine
the answerthis amounts to performing a series of basic operations, such as input(), f ilter(), count(), unique(),
get attr() on the ground-truth.
The question generation process starts by randomly
choosing one of the 28 templates to be instantiated. A valid
question will always have tags instantiated with groundtruth values. For example, if there is a < room type >
tag and we have only seen a kitchen and a living room
on our trajectory, then the set of possible instantiations is
{kitchen, living room}. Using this principle, we build
sets of possible values for each tag in the template. In order
to generate a valid (question, answer) pair, we randomly assign each tag a value from its set, then run the template functional program to compute whether the question is valid and
can be answered using the ground-truth. To illustrate the
process, consider the template “What color is the < attr >
< obj type >?” with the associated program:
input(objs) → f ilter(obj type) → f ilter(attr) →
unique() → get attr(color)

We filter by the instantiated object type, then by the instantiated attribute (enforced not to be a color during the
tag value assignment). Then, we ensure that the result is
unique (i.e., that the question is unambiguous) and retrieve
the color of the object as the answer.
3.3.3

Stage II: Training with Web Images

While the first stage (i.e., Stage I) has achieved, we get the
representation of image and text (question, answer) description and the learned knowledge embedding model. During the second training stage (i.e., Stage II), we update the
trained learned knowledge embedding model from Stage I,
using weakly-annotated image-text(question, answer) pairs
from noisy web images. This allows us to transfer knowledge from thousands of easily available webly-annotated
images to the learned model. We set a lower learning rate
in this way, since the network obtains outstanding performance after the first stage, and adjusting our network with
a high learning rate from the webly-annotated image may
cause catastrophic forgetting.
Since web data is straightforward to get, and their labels
are noisy, it is challenging to learn good representations for
the task of visual reasoning in many cases. Thus, during the
second stage, we employ the strategy of curriculum learning [3] for training. Curriculum learning enables our model
to learn from easy cases to complex cases. In other words,
we can learn from simpler examples first, so they can be

used as a basis for learning more complex examples, resulting in better performance in the final task. Many previous
works have shown that appropriate curriculum strategies
can guide learners to better master local knowledge [23,42].
We gradually inject difficult information into our network,
and the feature of outputs of the network is related to frequently occurring knowledge in the clean training set, in
the early stages of training. The features related to rarely
occurring knowledge are shown at a later stage. Due to the
trained network in the first stage have outstanding representations about frequently occurring knowledge, the noisy
label of web images may not go down the performance of
our network.

4. Experiments and Results
In this section, we experimentally evaluate the performance of the proposed model on two benchmark datasets,
and compare its performance with other state-of-the-art
deep representation learning models.

4.1. Dataset Description
4.1.1

The CLEVR Dataset

CLEVR, consisting of 700, 000 (image, question, answer,
program) tuples [19], is a synthetic dataset. Programs,
such as filter shape[cube], relate[right], and count,consists
of step-by-step instructions. Besides, on the way how to
answer the question, they are an additional supervisory signal. Answers are each one word from a set of 28 possible answers. Questions are multi-step and compositional
in nature. Images contain 3D-rendered objects of various
shapes, materials, colors, and sizes. They range from counting questions to comparison questions and can be more than
40 words long.
4.1.2

The NLVR Dataset

NLVR [38] is a visual reasoning dataset proposed by researchers in the NLP field. NLVR has 74, 460 samples for
training, 5, 940 for validation and 5, 934 for public test. In
each sample, there is a human-posed natural language description on an image with 3 sub-images, and requires a
false/true response.

4.2. Experiment Setup
In this subsection, we outline the criteria used for evaluation and then we describe the implementation details.
4.2.1

Evaluation Criteria

Experiments on The CLEVR Dataset We can use the program representation of questions to analyze model performance on different forms of reasoning. We use one eval-
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uation metric, accuracy(%), on six question types, including Overall, Exist, Count, Compare Integer, Query Attribute
and Compare Attribute. This is a traditional way to evaluate
following the work of Li et al. [19].
Experiments on The NLVR Dataset NLVR is split into
training, development, and test sets. The test set is public
(Test-P) and available with the data. For both datasets, we
use one evaluation metrics: accuracy. Accuracy (Acc) is
computed as the proportion of examples (sentence-image
pairs) for which a model correctly predicted a truth value.
4.2.2

Implementation Details

All experiments are conducted using a 4-core PC with a 12
GB NVIDIA TITAN XP GPU, 16GB of RAM, and Ubuntu
16. We continue training Stage I for an initial 120 epochs.
Then we start updating the learned model in Stage I with
web images in Stage II for another 120 epochs. The detailed
implementations for mutual modulation and knowledgebased key-value memory network are as follows:
Mutual Modulation We embed the question words into
a 200-dim continuous space, and use a GRU with 4096 hidden units to generate 1024-dim question representations.
Questions are padded with the NULL token to a maximum
length T = 50. The feature map number C is set to 128.
Images are pre-processed with a ResNet101 network pretrained on ImageNet [33] to extract 1024 × 14 × 14 visual features. We use a trainable one-layer CNN with 128
kernels (3 × 3) to encode the extracted features into V0
(128 × 14 × 14). We train the model with an SGD [18]
using a learning rate of 1e − 5 and a batch-size of 64 and
0.9 momentum, fine-tuning for 120 epochs.
Knowledge-Based Key-Value Memory Network We
use Pezeshkpour et al.’s work [30] to build the knowledge
bases. Our models were trained using an SGD [18] with a
learning rate of η = 0.001, with anneals every 25 epochs
by η/2 until 120 epochs were reached. No momentum or
weight decay was used. The weights were initialized randomly from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
σ = 0.1. All training uses a batch size of 32 (but the cost is
not averaged over a batch).

4.3. Comparison with State-of-The-Art Methods
We compare the state-of-the-art approaches with our
model on two benchmarks, including the CLEVR [19]
dataset, and the NLVR [38] dataset respectively. In this subsection,“Ours w/o Web Images” means a variant of Ours,
which only using clear datasets and not using web images.
4.3.1

Table 1. Comparison Results on The CLEVR Dataset
Model

Overall

Count

Exist

Compare Numbers

Query Attribute

Compare Attribute

Human

92.6

86.7

96.6

86.5

95.0

96.0

Q-type baseline [19]
LSTM [19]
CNN+LSTM [19]
CNN+LSTM+SA [34]
CNN+LSTM+RN [34]
CNN+LSTM+RN+ [34]
SAN [44]
N2NMN [12]
PG+EE-9K [19]
CNN+LSTM+multiRN [4]
CNNh+LSTM+multiRN [4]
CNNh+LSTM+multiRN+ [4]
PG+EE-700K [19]
RN [34]
COG-model [43]
FiLM [29]
FiLM-raw [29]
DDRprog [37]
CAN [15]
CMM-single [46]
CMM-ensemble [46]
Ours w/o Web Images
Ours

41.8
46.8
52.3
68.5
95.5
90.9
76.7
83.7
88.6
92.3
97.2
97.7
96.9
95.5
96.8
97.7
97.6
98.3
98.9
98.6
99.0
99.3
99.8

34.6
41.7
43.7
52.2
90.1
86.7
64.4
68.5
79.7
85.2
94.1
94.9
92.7
90.1
91.7
94.3
94.3
96.5
97.1
96.8
97.6
98.5
99.7

50.2
61.1
65.2
71.1
97.8
97.4
82.7
85.7
89.7
96.5
98.9
99.2
97.1
97.8
99.0
99.1
99.3
98.8
99.5
99.2
99.5
99.9
99.9

51.0
69.8
67.1
73.5
93.6
90.0
77.4
84.9
79.1
93.6
98.3
97.2
98.7
93.6
95.5
96.8
93.4
98.4
99.1
97.7
98.5
99.2
99.9

36.0
36.8
49.3
85.3
97.9
90.2
82.6
90.0
92.6
95.1
98.6
98.7
98.1
97.9
98.5
99.1
99.3
99.1
99.5
99.4
99.6
99.7
99.7

51.3
51.8
53.0
52.3
97.1
93.5
75.4
88.7
96.0
92.9
97.6
98.3
98.9
97.1
98.8
99.1
99.3
99.0
99.5
99.1
99.4
99.5
99.7

[34] , CNN+LSTM+RN [34], CNN+LSTM+RN+
[34], SAN [44], N2NMN [12], PG+EE-9K [19],
CNN+LSTM+multiRN [4], CNNh+LSTM+multiRN [4],
CNNh+LSTM+multiRN+ [4],
PG+EE-700K [19],
RN [34], COG-model [43], FiLM [29], FiLM-raw [29],
DDRprog [37], CAN [15], CMM-single [46], and CMMensemble [46]. The results are shown in Table 1.
Effect of Proposed Webly Supervised Training. For
evaluating the performance of our approach, we compare
results reported in row-“Ours w/o Web Images” and
row-“Ours” from Table 1. Our approach leverages the
same loss functions and features in row-“Ours w/o Web
Images” for a fair comparison. From Table 1, we find that
our approach improves performance consistently in all the
cases. It is evident that using webly supervised training can
enhance the effectiveness of our approach .
Effect of Our Approach. From Table 1, it is evident that our approach is better than others. Specifically, ours is 58.0%, 53.0%, 47.5%, 31.3%, 4.3%,
8.9%, 23.1%, 16.1%, 11.2%, 7.5%, 2.6%, 2.1%, 2.9%,
4.3%, 3%, 2.1%, 2.2%, 1.5%, 0.9%, 1.2%, and 0.8%
higher than Q-type baseline, LSTM, CNN+LSTM,
CNN+LSTM+SA, CNN+LSTM+RN, CNN+LSTM+RN+,
SAN, N2NMN, PG+EE-9K, CNN+LSTM+multiRN,
CNNh+LSTM+multiRN,
CNNh+LSTM+multiRN+,
PG+EE-700K, RN, COG-model, FiLM, FiLM-raw, DDRprog, CAN, CMM-single, and CMM-ensemble, in term
of overall, respectively. In term of Count type, Exist
type, Compare Numbers type, Query Attribute type and
Compare Attribute type, there are similar scenarios as the
above. Besides, ours is better than human performance.
From above, our approach is more effective and robust than
the state-of-the-arts approaches on the CLEVR dataset.

Comparison on The CLEVR Dataset

On the CLEVR dataset, we compare ours with the stateof-the-art approaches, including Q-type baseline [19],
LSTM [19], CNN+LSTM [19], CNN+LSTM+SA

4.3.2

Comparison on The NLVR Dataset

On the NLVR dataset, we compare ours with the state-ofthe-art approaches, including CNN-BiATT [40], N2NMN
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Table 2. Comparison Results on The NLVR Dataset

100

Model

Dev. (Acc/%)

Test-P (Acc/%)

95

Human Performance

94.6

95.4

90

CNN-BiATT [40]
N2NMN [12]
Neural Module Networks [1]
FiLM [29]
Majority Class [38]
MAC-Network [14],
CMM [46]
W-MemNN [28]
Ours w/o Web Images
Ours

66.9
65.3
63.1
60.1
55.3
55.4
68
65.6
72.4
81.3

69.7
69.1
66.1
62.2
56.2
57.6
69.9
65.8
74.3
80.6

85

Ours w/o LM and KVMN
Ours w/o KVMN
Ours w/o LM
Ours

Acc/%

81.3

75
70.5
70

4.4. Ablation Study
In order to verify the reasonableness and effectiveness of
each part of our attention machine, we design the ablation
experiment. In Figure 5(b), and Figure 5(a), “Ours w/o LM
and KVMN” means a variant of Ours, which removes language modulation and key-value memory network; “Ours
w/o LM ” means a variant of Ours, which removes language
modulation; “Ours w/o KVMN” means a variant of Ours,
which removes key-value memory network. We analyze the
following two aspects:
Compared with “Ours” From Figure 5(a), ours is
18.3%, 10.5%, and 10.2% higher than “Ours w/o LM and
KVMN”, “Ours w/o KVMN”, and “Ours w/o LM”, respectively. As we can see, “Ours” is better than others. These
suggest making joint use of textual and visual information
helps us to improve the task of visual reasoning.
Compared with “Ours w/o KVMN” “Ours w/o
KVMN” is 0.3% and 10.5% lower than “Ours w/o LM”,
and ours, respectively. As we can see, “Ours w/o KVMN”
is worse than “our without LM”. These suggest the importance of making full use of textual and visual information.
From the above, we get the conclusion in the following
two aspects:

70.4

70.1

68.1

65
62.3
60

60.4

Dev

Test−P

(a)
100

[12], Neural Module Networks [1], FiLM [29], Majority Class [38], MAC-Network [14], CMM [46], and WMemNN [28].
Effect of Proposed Webly Supervised Training.
“Ours” is 8.9% and 6.3% higher than “Ours w/o Web Images”. These improvements once again show that learning
by utilizing large scale web data covering a wide variety
of knowledge lead to a robust knowledge embedding for
visual tasks.
Effect of Our Approach. From Table 2, it is visible
that our approach is better than others. Specifically, our
approach is 10.9%, 11.5%, 14.5%, 18.4%, 24.4%, 23%,
10.7%, and 14.8% higher than CNN-BiATT, N2NMN,
Neural Module Networks, FiLM, Majority Class, MACNetwork, CMM, and W-MemNN, in term of Test-P, respectively. From above, our approach is more effective and robust than the state-of-the-arts on the NLVR dataset.

80.6

80

99.9 99.9
99.8

99.7

99.5

99.9

99.9
99.6 99.6

99.6
99.4

99.7

99.6

99.6

99.7

99.5

Ours w/o LM and KVMN

99.2
99.0

99

98.8

98.5

Ours w/o KVMN
98

97.9

97.8
97.5

97.5

97.0

97.0

97

Ours w/o LM

96.7

96.5
96

Ours
95.5

Overall

Count

Exist

Compare Numbers Query Attribute Compare Attribute

(b)

Figure 5. The Results of Ablation Study; (a) Ablation Results on
The NLVR Dataset; (b) Ablation Results on The CLEVR Dataset.

(1) It is apparent that the design of language modulation
and key-value memory network improves visual reasoning.
(2) It is manifest that the design of the key-value memory
network is better than our language modulation. This suggests that the design of key-value memory network is more
robust and effective.
Moreover, by analyzing ablation results shown in Figure
5(b) on CLEVR dataset, we can get similar conclusions.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we show how to take advantage of web
images with tags to assist in building strong and effective
knowledge embedding models for the task of visual reasoning with limited labeled data. To address this challenge,
we present a two-stage approach that can enhance knowledge through effective embedding model with weakly supervised web data. Experimental results demonstrate that
our approach significantly improves the performance in the
visual reasoning task in two benchmark datasets. Following
this way, we will improve our approach by exploiting other
types of meta-data (e.g., medical data, sensor data, social
media data) in the future.
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